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Susan Collins’ Dowsing Protocol 
ALWAYS use a dowsing protocol before you dowse to help make your answers more accurate and keep you 

safe. Hold the pendulum in your hand while saying these words to confirm your answers. Use the first 5 steps 

of this Protocol to get YOURSELF ready to dowse. Then check with Step 6 to see if it is right for you to dowse 

on a particular topic at this time. If YES, then apply Steps 4, 5 and 8 to the issue to create lasting results. If 

NO, try again later, reword the question or try to work out why you are getting a NO response. When done, 

close the session (Step 9). Contact me for the Bible, Muslim or other language versions.  

 

1. Balance your physical body (YES response) 

Find a quiet time and focus your intention to balance and ground every aspect of your being.  

 

2. Connect to your Dowsing Consciousness (YES responses) 

Say: for the best and highest good of all creation (or however you address the Divine) I ask:  

• To be connected to my human body for my good health 

• to be connected with the intelligence and beneficial energies of nature  

• to be connected and in resonance with Divine Good  

• to be connected, guided and protected by my Spirit Team  

• that my dowsing be 100% accurate  

a. Check the tool’s signals for YES and NO  

b. Check the tool’s signals for DISCONNECT and MAXIMIZE  

c. Set your INTENTION: what do you want to accomplish in the session?  

d. Ask for the assistance of beneficial energies in resonance with you and the Divine Source who have 

useful information to share at this time to assist you in gathering information so you can make decisions 

and take appropriate actions to achieve your Intention. (These will be energies that you engage specifically 

for the session.)  

e. If you are working with a client ask that these beneficial energies also be in resonance with them.  

f. Check for the presence of the beneficial energies you asked for in d.  

g. Confirm that they are aligned with the Best and Highest Good of all creation.  

 

3. Forgive yourself  (YES responses) 

We cannot heal if we have not forgiven ourselves and those around us. “Creator, forgive me. I forgive 

myself. I forgive all those who have harmed me. I release them from my body mind and spirit, and I ask all 

those who I have harmed to release me.” Those who harmed me are accountable for their actions.  

 

4. Clear yourself of non-beneficial energies (DISCONNECTING responses) 

(With dowsing tool in hand.) For the best and highest good of all creation and as appropriate, I ask that the 

frequency and triggers of all non-beneficial (known, unknown, hidden, residual, disguised, cyclical, 

psychic cord and quantum connection) energies (emotions, thought forms, attachments etc.) associated 

with every aspect of my being (physical, mental, spiritual, emotional, and energetic) and the cellular 

memory of those energies and triggers, be immediately removed in all dimensions, all time frames, all 

realities, and all frequencies, and that all energies be transformed to create successful outcomes for the best 

and highest good and as appropriate. (Repeat for as long as your dowsing tool shows disconnecting 

motion. If it doesn’t stop go to Step 8.)  

 

5. Maximize your energy field (MAXIMIZING responses) 

I ask:  

• that my energy field be maximized for the best and highest good of all creation and as appropriate  

that all aspects of my physical, mental, spiritual, emotional being exist in perfect health in all dimensions,  
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 time frames, frequencies and realities and that I am guided in my thoughts, actions, and choices to be in 

resonance with the Divine Source. (Repeat for as long as your dowsing tool shows maximizing motion. If it 

doesn’t stop go to Step 8.)                                                                                             

 

6. Seek permission to dowse (YES responses) 

If you get a NO to any of the following questions, do not proceed AT THIS TIME.  

• May I dowse for ______?  

• Can I dowse for ______?  

• Should I dowse for ____?  

 

7. Dowse.  

Use the processes described in steps 4. and 5. above, and apply them to the situation for which you are 

dowsing. Dowsing works best when you’re in a state of ignorance and apathy: you don’t know the answer, 

and you don’t care what it is.  

• Keep the question clear and literal.  

• Assume nothing.  

• Use a chart for accuracy.  

• Respect others’ privacy. Don’t dowse unless requested to  

• Dowse in service for others, not for personal greed.  

• Never diagnose or offer medical advice unless you are a licensed medical practitioner.  

 

8. Create a matrix if needed (energy system) (YES response) 

If the situation doesn’t resolve itself within a few minutes, ask that an ever-changing energy matrix be 

established in the appropriate place, staffed by the appropriate beings, that will automatically adjust and 

transform all non-beneficial energies as needed.  

 

9. Disconnect (DISCONNECTING responses) 

Fully, consciously, actively and as appropriate at this time, disconnect from all energies with which you 

have been working. (You may stay connected to the Divine Source and your Spirit Team and other 

energies that need time to “cook” for a while. Making sure you are disconnected from other energies will 

ensure you don’t stay in resonance with them which could create fatigue, disorientation and even illness.)  

 

10. Thank  

Thank all energies and beings that have assisted you.  

 

11. Communicate your results appropriately  

If you are dowsing for someone else, be sure to check which results can be communicated to the subject for 

the best and highest good of all creation. Never discuss anything with anyone in a way that could identify 

the subject or create further problems. Be discreet.  

 

Adapt this protocol to your needs by changing or adding any other words or prayers that feel right.  

If you don’t have time to go through it all, say something simple like: “Bless this situation.” It’s better to say a 

quick, simple prayer, even “BLESS YOU” at the moment it’s needed than nothing at all because you don’t 

have time to go through the whole protocol.  

 

Please see Susan’s books for more information on the Dowsing Protocol and other dowsing techniques, 

available from www.dowser.ca  

http://www.dowser.ca/

